Following references were used during the project on compilation of statecharts (SCOPE). I have studied most of them. Some I was not able to reach unfortunately.

Only some papers on the list directly discusses statechart-like languages and even fewer is concerned with the problem of code synthesis from model description. Hopefully I will be able to filter those to separate list once the project is over.
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For code generation, YAKINDU Statechart Tools use a textual generator model called SGen. The generator model holds key parameters for the code generation process and allows for the latter’s customization. The first step to code generation is to create a new SGen model. Right-click on the model folder in the project explorer and select New → Code generator model from the context menu. Selecting New → Code generator model in the context menu. The YAKINDU generator model wizard opens. Change the File name to CallHandling.sgen, then click Next >. Selecting a filename for the generator model. Fr Statechart code. 25. Language-specific code generation features. After initial code generation for a configuration, code is generated only for elements that were modified since the last generation. This provides a significant performance improvement by reducing the time required for generating code. Rational Rhapsody provides a number of options that can be used to further improve code generation performance. Breaking code generation into chunks. When working with extremely large projects, you may encounter memory-related problems when trying to generate code for the entire model. To overcome such problems, you can use the [lang]_CG::Configuration::ClassesPerCGCall property to break up the code generation process into a number of distinct chunks.